Nursery Update
RE: We have been learning about
what ‘in the name of the Father, Son
and Holy Spirit’ means. We have been
talking about how although we cannot
see God, He is always with us and we
can talk to Him anywhere and anytime
we like.
Numbers: I have been really impressed with how the children’s
counting and number recognition skills
are coming along. Please take some
time to roughly assess where your
child is at from the list below and see
how you can help us to support them
at home.
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Theme: This week’s theme has been
‘under the sea’. In adult led group
work we learnt about how important it
is to keep our oceans clean by sorting
objects into those that should be in
the sea and those that shouldn’t. We
also played matching pairs by looking
carefully at the different fish and
matching their patterns. Finally we
counted out scales onto numbered
fish.
Next week our theme will be: pirates!
This terms MUST READ books are:
Room on the broom—Julia Donaldson
Dear Zoo– Rod Campbell

My child cannot count up to 5 objects
accurately —please spend time counting with them!

Oi Dog! - Kes Gray
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt—Michael
Rosen
Mr Wolf’s Pancakes— Jan Fearnley

My child can count by does not know
the numerals up to 5 or 10 —please
practise numeral recognition with
them.

Whatever Next—Jill Murphy
We will regularly read these books in
class until your child is so familiar
with them that they could tell the
stories themselves!

My child can count and recognise numerals—please ask them to give you a
required amount.
This week we challenge you to
take part in the RSPB’s Big Birdwatch challenge. Please see the
email sent earlier this week for
details!

Have a lovely weekend!

Youtube Favourite Songs

You might be interested to follow
some of the links below to see the

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6DSMZ8b3LE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTeqUejf3D0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guNdJ5MtX1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7D4K9oi7oBM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36n93jvjkDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fe9bnYRzFvk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1Qn2bcZRTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qAngsMJD3I

